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Abstract

We investigate the veri cation problem of two classes of in nite state systems
w.r.t. nonregular properties (i.e., nonde nable by nite-state !-automata). The
systems we consider are Petri nets as well as semilinear systems including pushdown systems and PA processes. On the other hand, we consider properties expressible in the logic CLTL which is an extension of the linear-time temporal
logic LTL allowing two kinds of constraints: pattern constraints using nite-state
automata and counting constraints using Presburger arithmetics formulas. While
the veri cation problem of CLTL is undecidable even for nite-state systems, we
identify a fragment called CLTL2 for which the veri cation problem is decidable
for pushdown systems as well as for Petri nets. This fragment is strictly more
expressive than nite-state !-automata. We show that, however, the veri cation
problem of semilinear systems (PA processes in particular) is undecidable even
w.r.t. LTL formulas. Therefore, we identify another fragment (a restriction of LTL
extended with counting constraints) covering a signi cant class of properties and
for which the veri cation problem is decidable for all PA processes.

1 Introduction

Reasoning about in nite state systems is an important and intensively studied
topic in automatic veri cation and concurrency theory [1, 8, 6, 12, 4, 9, 11]. Several classes of in nite state systems are investigated corresponding to di erent description formalisms that are, mainly, either process algebras like BPA (contextfree processes) [2] and BPP (basic parallel processes) [7], or \extended" automata
like pushdown systems, Petri nets (vector addition systems with states), and lossy
channel systems. Important results have been established on the veri cation problem of such systems. These results concern behavioural equivalences/preorders
testing [8] as well as model checking [1, 6, 12, 4, 11]. Our work follows the latter
veri cation approach. Its originality consists of the consideration of nonregular properties. Indeed, as far as we know, all the other works on the subject
address the veri cation of properties expressed in the usual speci cation logics
like propositional temporal logics and -calculi, or by means of nite-state !automata. However, these formalisms cannot capture some important aspects
of the behaviours of in nite state systems. In particular, it is impossible to express in these formalisms properties involving counting constraints, i.e., properties comparing numbers of occurrences of events. These properties are essential

to characterize behaviours of systems involving counting mechanisms. To express
such properties, we have proposed in [5, 4] new speci cation logics combining
temporal logics with Presburger arithmetics. In these previous works, we have
considered the veri cation problem of nonregular properties for in nite state systems described in the process algebra PA [3] (subsuming BPA and BPP). We
have identi ed classes of nonregular properties for which the veri cation problem
is decidable for PA or BPA using di erent speci c reductions to the satis ability
problem in Presburger arithmetics.
In this work, we pursue our investigations by considering a more general
framework and establishing decidability results for the veri cation problem concerning larger classes of systems and properties. We propose classes of nonregular
properties for which a uniform approach can be applied to reason about the veri cation problem for di erent classes of in nite state systems. Roughly speaking,
the basic idea is to de ne properties that can be decomposed into !-regular properties and elementary nonregular properties, e.g., counting constraints on the set
of pre xes. Depending on the nature of the system, the !-regular property and
the constraints, this constrained emptiness problem is decidable or not, and when
it is decidable, di erent techniques can be applied to establish this fact.
The properties we consider are expressed in the logic CLTL (Constrained
Linear Temporal Logic) introduced in [4]. This logic is an extension of the lineartime propositional temporal logic LTL [16] with the ability of expressing pattern
constraints and counting constraints on computations. Pattern constraints are expressed using nite-state automata and allow to say that the computation since
some given point in the past corresponds to some pattern (speci ed as a regular language). Counting constraints are expressed using Presburger arithmetics
formulas and allow to say that the numbers of occurrences of events since some
designated points in the past ful l some arithmetical constraints. CLTL has two
sublogics ALTL and PLTL corresponding respectively to the extensions of LTL
with either pattern or counting constraints only.
The satis ability problem of CLTL (as well as PLTL) is highly undecidable
(11 -complete), and already the veri cation problem of PLTL is undecidable even
for nite-state systems [4]. Therefore, we de ne a syntactical fragment of CLTL
called CLTL2 and its corresponding fragment of PLTL called PLTL2 . These
fragments are not closed under negation. So, we characterize syntactically the
complements of CLTL2 and PLTL2 properties by introducing two other fragments CLTL3 and PLTL3 . Both fragments CLTL2 and CLTL3 subsume the
logic ALTL which expresses exactly the !-regular properties. As for PLTL2 and
PLTL3 , they subsume the logic LTL, which means that they can express all the
!-star-free properties [17].
Then, the key result we prove is that CLTL3 properties can be decomposed
into !-regular properties and eventuality properties with counting constraints.
The same holds for PLTL3 with !-star-free properties instead of !-regular ones.
By this decomposition, the satis ability problem of a CLTL3 formula ' relatively
to a system S reduces to a constrained emptiness problem as mentioned above.
Then, we discuss the decidability of this problem and the techniques that can be

applied to solve it, depending on the considered systems and formulas.
We consider two incomparable and fairly general classes of systems that are
semilinear systems and Petri nets. Semilinear systems are those generating sets
of nite traces whose Parikh images are semilinear and e ectively constructible
(examples are pushdown systems and PA processes). On the other hand, BPP
processes, that are semilinear, can also be encoded as Petri nets.
First, we investigate the case of semilinear systems and consider the decision
method based on reduction to the nonemptiness problem of semilinear sets. This
reduction is possible if the intersection of the !-language of the considered system
with the !-regular part of the property is semilinear (via Parikh image of its set of
pre xes). This is the case for pushdown systems, and hence, we deduce that their
veri cation problem w.r.t. CLTL2 is decidable. This result generalizes the one we
have established in [4] for BPA processes and a subset of CLTL2 . This reduction
is, however, not possible for all semilinear systems. Indeed, we can show that for
PA processes the veri cation problem is undecidable even for LTL properties.
Therefore, we consider another pair of dual fragments, called simple-PLTL2 and
simple-PLTL3 , and prove that the veri cation problem of all PA processes w.r.t.
simple-PLTL2 is decidable. This result generalizes the one we established in [4]
for a subset of simple-PLTL2 .
Then, we consider the case of Petri nets. We show that the constrained
nonemptiness problem stated above can be reduced in this case to the reachability problem in Petri nets. Consequently, the veri cation problem of Petri
nets w.r.t. CLTL2 is decidable. In particular this fact holds for BPP processes,
and thus, answers the question we left open in [4]. Our result extends the one
shown in [12] for Petri nets and the linear-time -calculus, since we consider a
strictly more expressive logic allowing nonregular properties. Moreover, CLTL2
allows to express constraints on places of Petri nets by counting their ingoing and
outgoing transitions. Then, our result can be considered as a decidability result
for a logic on Petri nets markings. In this context, our result is incomparable
with the existing results [14, 13].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notations and
give some preliminary results. In Section 3, we de ne CLTL. In Section 4, we
introduce the fragments of CLTL. In Section 5, we show the decomposition of
CLTL3 properties. In Section 6, we consider the veri cation problem of semilinear
systems and its reducibility to the emptiness problem of semilinear sets. In Section
7, we consider the veri cation problem of Petri nets. We conclude in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Sequences, languages, projection, and cylindri cation

Let  be a nite alphabet. We denote by   (resp.  ! ) the set of nite (resp.
in nite) sequences over  . Let  1 =   [  ! . A language (resp. !-language) is
a subset of   (resp.  ! ).
An in nite sequence  2  ! can be seen as a mapping from IN to  . Hence,
 is equal to (0)(1)   . Given i and j with i  j , we denote by (i; j ) the
nite sequence (i)    (j ) (with (i; i) = (i)). We denote by Pref () the set

of nite pre xes of , i.e., Pref () = f(0; i) : i  0g. This notation can be
extended to sets of sequences in the obvious way.
Let P be a nite set of atomic propositions. Then, we consider a set of transition labels  = 2P . Let  0   . Then, given a sequence 0 2 ( 0 )! , the
projection of 0 on  , denoted 0 j , is the sequence  2  ! such that, for every
i  0, (i) = 0 (i) \ P . Conversely, given a sequence  2  ! , the cylindri cation
of  to  0 , denoted e, is the set of sequences 0 2 ( 0 )! such that  = 0 j .
These de nitions are generalized to sets of sequences.
Notice that for every S  ( 0 )! , S = ; i S j = ;. Moreover, it is clear
that projection distributes w.r.t. union (i.e., (S [ S 0 )j = S j [ S 0 j ). However,
projection does not distribute w.r.t. conjunction. Indeed, given S; S 0 2 ( 0 )! ,
we have (S \ S 0 )j  S j \ S 0 j , but the converse does not hold in general.
Nevertheless, we can show the following fact:
Lemma 2.1 Let S; T   ! , and T 0  ( 0 )! such that T = T 0 j . Then, S \ T =
(Se \ T 0 )j .

2.2 Finite-state !-automata

A nite-state Buchi !-automaton is a tuple A = (Q; ; q0 ; ; F ) where (Q; ; q0 ; )
is a nite-state labelled transition system (LTS), let us call it SA , and F  Q is
the set of repeating locations. Given a sequence  2  ! , a run of SA over  is a
sequence  2 Q! such that (0) = q0 , and 8i  0, ((i); (i); (i + 1)) 2 . Let
 2 Q! be a run of SA. We denote by Inf () the set of locations q such that
91 i 2 IN with (i) = q. Then, a run  is accepting if Inf () \ F 6= ;. The !language of A, denoted by L(A), is the set of sequences  2  ! such that SA has
an accepting run over . Subsets of  ! that are recognizable by nite-state Buchi
!-automata are called !-regular languages. The class of !-regular languages is
closed under all boolean operations.
A simple !-regular language is an !-language de nable by a nite-state Buchi
!-automaton such that every loop in its transition system is a self-loop. The class
of simple !-regular language is closed under union and intersection but not under
complementation.

2.3 Pushdown systems, and PA processes

The de nitions of nite-state labelled transition systems and !-automata can
be extended in the usual way to pushdown systems and !-pushdown automata
(the Buchi acceptance condition is de ned, as in the nite-state case, by means
of a set of repeating control locations). Subsets of  ! that are recognizable by
pushdown Buchi !-automata are called !-context-free languages [10].
A PA process [3] is de ned by a nite set of well-guarded recursive equations
of the form X = t where X is a process variable, and t is a term constructed from
transition labels (actions), process variables, and binary operators: nondeterministic choice \+", sequential composition \", and merge (or asynchronous parallel)
composition \k". BPA processes are PA processes without merge composition.

They generate the same !-languages as pushdown systems. BPP processes are
PA processes with pre xing (\a  t") instead of general sequential composition \".
They correspond to a subclass of Petri nets and generate a subclass of !-context
sensitive languages incomparable with BPA !-languages [7]. We mention nally
that the classes of PA and Petri nets !-languages are incomparable.

2.4 Petri nets

A Petri net is a tuple N = (P; T; F; MN ; ) where P is a nite set of places, T is a
nite set of transitions such that P and T are disjoint, F : (P  T) [ (T  P) ! IN
is the ow function, MN : P ! IN is an initial marking, and  : T ! 
is a labelling function. A marking M associates a natural number (number of
tokens) to each place. A marking is also considered as a vector in IN jPj . We
write M [ti if, 8p 2 P , M (p)  F(p; t), and we write M [tiM 0 if M [ti and, 8p 2 P ,
M 0 (p) = M (p) ? F(p; t) + F(t; p). Given a 2  , we write M !a (resp. M !a M 0 )
if 9t 2 T such that M [ti (resp. M [tiM 0 ) and (t) = a. These de nitions can be
extended to sequences of transitions  2 T1 and sequences of transition labels
 2  1 . The reachability set of N , denoted by R(N ), is the set of markings M
such that 9 2 T , MN [ iM . The !-language of N , denoted by L(N ), is the set
 . Finally, given a transition t 2 T,
of in nite sequences  2  ! such that MN !
we denote by M1 (N ; t) the set of markings M for which 9 2 T! such that
M [ i and 91 i 2 IN with  (i) = t.

2.5 Semilinear sets, semilinear languages, and semilinear systems
A linear set is a subset of IN n of the form f~v + k1 ~u1 +    + km~um : k1 ;    ; km 2
IN g where n > 0 and ~v; ~u1 ;    ; ~um 2 IN n . A semilinear set is a nite union of
linear sets. Let  2   . For every a 2  , jja is the number of occurrences of a in
. Let  = fa1 ;    ; an g. We denote by [] the Parikh image of , i.e., the vector
(jja1 ;    ; jja ) of IN n . This notation is generalized to sets of sequences. A set
S    (resp. S   ! ) is a semilinear language (resp. semilinear !-language)
n

if the set of vectors [S ] (resp. [Pref (S )]) is semilinear. A semilinear system is
any system whose !-language S is semilinear and such that (a representation of)
[Pref (S )] is e ectively constructible from the representation of the system.

Lemma 2.2 !-context-free languages as well as PA !-languages are semilinear.
Petri nets !-languages are, however, not semilinear.

For PA processes, the proof uses Parikh's theorem (concerning context-free languages) and the fact that permutation of symbols preserves Parikh image. As
for Petri nets, this is a direct consequence of the well known fact that sets of
reachable markings are not semilinear in general.

Remark 2.1 The class of semilinear sets are closed under all boolean operations

(they correspond exactly to the Presburger arithmetics de nable sets). The class
of semilinear languages is, however, not closed under intersection (see Section 6).

3 Constrained Linear Temporal Logic

3.1 Syntax and semantics
Recall that P is a nite set of atomic propositions and that  = 2P . We use letters
P; Q; : : : to range over elements of P . Let V be a set of integer valued variables.
We use letters x; y; : : : to range over variables in V . We use also letters f; g; : : :
to range over Presburger arithmetics formulas (the rst order logic of natural
numbers with addition, subtraction, and the usual ordering). We introduce a set
W of position variables, and use letters u; v; : : : to range over W . We use letters
A; B; : : : to range over deterministic nite-state (Rabin-Scott) automata over  .
We denote by L(A) the set of sequences in   accepted by A, by A an automaton
recognizing   ? L(A), and by A  B an automaton recognizing L(A) \ L(B ).
Finally, let  range over the set of propositional formulas that are boolean combinations of atomic propositions. Then, the set of formulas of CLTL is de ned by:

' ::= P j :' j ' _ ' j ' j 'U ' j e9x:' j [x : ]:' j f j u:' j Au
We de ne also two sublogics of CLTL obtained by extending LTL by either
pattern or counting constraints only. The rst logic, called ALTL, corresponds
to the set of formulas
::= P j : j _ j
j U j u: j Au
whereas the second logic, called PLTL, corresponds to the set of formulas
::= P j : j _ j
j U j e9x:' j [x : ]: j f
We consider abbreviations as the boolean connectives ^, ), the universal quanti cation e8, 3' = trueU ', 2' = :3:', and '1 U '2 = '1 U ('1 ^ '2 ). We write
[~x : ~]:' or [x1 ; : : : ; xn : 1 ; : : : ; n ]:' or [xi : i ]ni=1 :' for [x1 : 1 ]:    [xn : n ]:'.
CLTL formulas are interpreted on in nite sequences over  . The operators
, U , 3, and 2, are the next, until, eventually, and always operators of LTL; U
is a right-closed until operator.
The operator e9 is the (rigid) quanti cation over natural numbers. We distinguish between e9 and the Presburger arithmetics quanti er 9 since they do not
have the same scope. The construction \[x : ]:" introduce a counting variable
x which is associated with the propositional formula . The variable x counts
from the current position the number of occurrences of transition labels satisfying  on the sequence. Then, x can be used in Presburger formulas f to express
counting constraints (that may involve several counting variables). For instance,
the formula 1 = [x; y : 1 ; 2 ]:2(P ) (x  y)) expresses the fact that from now
on, whenever P holds, the number of transitions satisfying 2 is greater than the
number of transitions satisfying 1 .
The construction \u:" associates the position variable u with the current
position on the sequence. The variable u is used as a label allowing to refer to the
position associated with it. Then, u can be used to express pattern constraints Au
saying that the subsequence since the position u is accepted by the automaton
A. For instance, the formula 2 = u:[x; y : 1 ; 2]:2(Au ) (x  y)) expresses the

fact that from now on, in every nite subsequence accepted by A, the number
of transitions satisfying 2 is greater or equal than the number of transitions
satisfying 1 .
In the formula 2 , the construction \[x : 1 ]:" (resp. \u:") binds the variable x
(resp. u) in the subformula 2(Au ) (x  y)). So, a variable x 2 V may be bound
by either e9, or by Presburger quanti cation, or by the construction \[x : ]:". A
position variable u 2 W can be bound by the construction \u:". We call \[x : ]:"
(resp. \u:") the reset quanti cation (resp. position quanti cation). We suppose
without loss of generality that each variable is bound at most once. Then, every
variable appearing in some formula is either bound or free. A formula ' is closed
if all the variables occurring in it are bound, otherwise ' is open.
The formal semantics of CLTL is de ned using a satisfaction relation j= between sequences in  ! , positions (positive integers), and formulas. Since formulas
may be open, the relation is parameterized by a valuation E of the variables in V
(we write E j= f when the evaluation of f under E is true), a position association
 that associates with each counting or position variable the position where it
has been introduced, and a propositional formula association  that records for
each counting variable the propositional formula which is associated with it. Let
 stands for E , , or . Then, D( ) denotes the domain of  ; the function  such
that D( ) = ; is denoted by ;. We denote by  [z ] the function  0 such that
D( 0) = D( ) [ fzg, and which associates the value  with z and coincides with
 on all the other variables.
Now, let  2  ! . Then, for every i  0, every valuation E , every position
association  (such that 8z 2 D(), 0  (z )  i), every propositional formula
association , and every CLTL formula ', we de ne the meaning of h; ii j=(E;;)
' inductively on the structure of '; the de nition is given in Table 1. Let ' be
a closed formula. It is clear that h; ii j=(E;;) ' i h; ii j=(;;;;;) ', and hence,
we write simply h; ii j= '. We write also  j= ', and say that  satis es ', if
h; 0i j= '. Let [ '] be the set of sequences  2  ! such that  j= '. For every
S   ! , ' is satis able (resp. valid) relatively to S i S \ [ '] 6= ; (resp. S  [ '] ),
and ' is satis able (resp. valid) i it is satis able (resp. valid) relatively to  ! .
The relative satis ability (resp. validity) problem is whether a given formula is
satis able (resp. valid) relatively to a given set of sequences. The relative validity
problem is also called veri cation problem.

3.2 Expressiveness

We can show that ALTL is as expressive as nite-state !-automata. Indeed, by
McNaughton's theorem, every !-regular language can be de ned by an ALTL
formula of the form:
_n
u: (23Aui ^ 32Biu)
i=1

On the other hand, for any given closed ALTL formula , we can construct a
Buchi !-automaton which recognizes precisely [ ] . This construction generalizes
the one given in [19] for LTL formulas by dealing with position quanti cation

h; ii j=(E;;) P
h; ii j=(E;;) :'
h; ii j=(E;;) '1 _ '2
h; ii j=(E;;) '
h; ii j=(E;;) '1 U '2

P 2 (i)
h; ii 6j=(E;;) '
h; ii j=(E;;) '1 or h; ii j=(E;;) '2
h; i + 1i j=(E;;) '
9j: i  j: h; j i j=(E;;) '2 and
8k: i  k < j: h; ki j=(E;;) '1
h; ii j=(E;;) e9x:' i 9k 2 IN: h; ii j=(E0 ;;) ' where E 0 = E [x k]
h; ii j=(E;;) [x : ]:' i h; ii j=(E;0 ;0 ) ' where
i
i
i
i
i

0 = [x i] and 0 = [x ]
i E 0 j= f where
E 0 = E [x jfj 2 [(x); i] : h; j i j= (x)gj]x2D()
i h; ii j=(E;0 ;) ' where 0 = [u i]
i ((u); i) 2 L(A)

h; ii j=(E;;) f
h; ii j=(E;;) u:'
h; ii j=(E;;) Au
Table 1. De nition of the satisfaction relation

and pattern constraints. It uses mainly the fact that every regular language (pattern constraint) has a nite number of derivatives (left-quotients) w.r.t. nite
sequences over  .
Using counting constraints, we can express nonregular properties, i.e., properties that cannot be expressed by !-regular automata. For instance, consider
the property saying: given an in nite sequence of transitions (events), every a
is followed by a b, at each position between an a and the next b, the number of c's is greater or equal than the number of d's, and at b, the numbers
of c's and d's are equal. Formally, the property imposes that the sequences between two successive a and b are in the language f 2   : jjc = jjd ; and
8i  jj; j(0; i)jc  j(0; i)jd g. This property can be expressed in PLTL by:

2 (a ) [x; y; z : c; d; b]: ((x  y U b) ^ 2 ((b ^ z = 1) ) x = y)))

(1)
The introduction of counting constraints allows to characterize nonregular languages that can be context-free as in (1), but also context-sensitive when constraints relating more than two counting variables are considered.
The use of pattern constraints allows to constrain the order of appearance of
events. Suppose for instance that we want to strengthen the property above by
imposing that between two successive a and b, all the c's appear before all the
d's. The new property can be expressed by the conjunction of the LTL formula
2(a ) 3b) (every a is followed by a b) with the CLTL formula:

u: [x; y : c; d]: 2 (Au ) (B u ^ x = y))
(2)
where A and B are nite-state automata such that L(A) =   a( ? fa; bg) b,
and L(B ) =   a( ? fdg) ( ? fcg) b.
Finally, let us illustrate the use of the e8 quanti cation. It allows to relate
counting constraints at di erent positions on the sequence, and express counting
constraints on the numbers of occurrences of events in di erent subsequences. For

instance, consider the property saying: every a is followed by a b, and between
successive a's and b's the subsequences are in the language fs0 : ; 0 2
( ? fa; b; sg) ; jjc = j0 jd g. This property can be expressed by the conjunction
of the LTL formula 2 (a ) (:s U (s ^ (:s U b)))) with the PLTL formula:

e8n: 2 (a ) [x; y; z : c; d; b]: 2 ((s ^ x = n) ) 2 ((b ^ z = 1) ) y = n)))

(3)

The variable n in (3) is used to memorize the number of c's between a and s,
and then, this number can be compared with the number of d's between s and b.

3.3 Undecidability results
Theorem 3.1 ([4]) The satis ability problems of PLTL and CLTL are 11 -

complete. Consequently, the validity problems of PLTL and CLTL, as well as
their veri cation problem for nite-state LTS's, are 11 -complete.

Actually, we can prove the undecidability of the veri cation problem for even a
very simple class of PLTL formulas corresponding to counting constraints eventuality properties, i.e., formulas of the form [~x : ~]: 3f (~x). For this kind of formulas,
the veri cation problem for nite-state LTS's is 10 -complete.

4 The fragments CLTL2 and CLTL3

We introduce hereafter several fragments of CLTL. These fragments are de ned so
that they do not contain formulas that cause the undecidability of the veri cation
problem, namely the counting constraints eventuality formulas. These fragments
are not closed under negation. So, for each of these fragments we introduce another one such that the negation of every formula in the rst one is equivalent
to a formula in the second one, and vice versa. We discuss the expressiveness of
these fragments and consider their satis ability and validity problems.

4.1 De nitions

We start by de ning the most expressive fragments, called CLTL2 and CLTL3 .
To describe simply the syntactical restrictions corresponding to these fragments,
we introduce the positive form of CLTL formulas given by:

' ::= e9x:' j e8x:' j [x : ]:' j f j u:' j Au j P j :P j '_' j '^' j ' j 2' j 'U '
(4)
We can prove that every CLTL formula has an equivalent formula in positive
normal form. Notice that the positive form of ALTL (resp. PLTL) formulas corresponds to (4) without reset (resp. position) quanti cation and counting (resp.
pattern) constraints.
Now, recall that the veri cation problem is undecidable as soon as eventuality
formulas with counting constraints are considered. Hence, to avoid such formulas,
we de ne the fragment CLTL2 obtained by imposing in (4) that the formulas in
the right-hand side of U must be in ALTL (i.e., counting constraints free). We
admit also in this fragment U -formulas under the same condition. We also forbid

in CLTL2 the operator e9. The fragment CLTL3 is de ned in such a manner
that it characterizes exactly the complements of CLTL2 properties. So, CLTL2
consists of the set of formulas ' de ned by:
' ::= e8x:' j [x : ]:' j f j u:' j Au j P j :P j '_' j '^' j ' j 2' j 'U j 'U
whereas CLTL3 consists of the set of formulas ' de ned by:
' ::= e9x:' j [x : ]:' j f j u:' j Au j P j :P j '_' j '^' j ' j 2 j U ' j U '
where, in both de nitions, stands for any ALTL formula.
We de ne in a similar way the fragments of PLTL called PLTL2 and PLTL3
(in this case, the 's are required to be LTL formulas). Moreover, we consider the
fragments simple-PLTL2 and simple-PLTL3 obtained from the previous ones by
imposing that the 's are propositional formulas instead of any LTL formulas.
Proposition 4.1 For every CLTL2 (resp. PLTL2 , simple-PLTL2 ) closed formula ', there exists a CLTL3 (resp. PLTL3 , simple-PLTL3 ) closed formula '0
such that [ :'] = [ '0 ] , and conversely.

4.2 Expressiveness

It is easy to see that the set of ALTL formulas in positive form is a subset
of both CLTL2 and CLTL3 . Hence, both fragments CLTL2 and CLTL3 can
express all the !-regular properties. However, these fragments obviously do not
express the same classes of nonregular properties. For instance, CLTL2 allow to
express constrained safety properties (see (2) for instance), but cannot express
their negations (constrained eventuality properties) that are CLTL3 properties.
Similarly, it can be observed that PLTL2 and PLTL3 subsume the logic LTL,
and hence, they can express all the !-star-free properties [17]. Moreover, we can
show that simple-PLTL3 expresses all the simple !-regular languages (the de nition is given in Section 2.2) whereas simple-PLTL2 expresses obviously all their
complements (recall that simple !-regular languages are not closed under complementation). The same duality existing between CLTL2 and CLTL3 concerning
nonregular properties exists also between their subfragments. Even restricted,
these subfragments allow to capture signi cant classes of nonregular properties.
For instance, the formulas (1) and (3) are in simple-PLTL2 .
The following picture shows the inclusions between the di erent logics we
consider.
: CLTL
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4.3 Satis ability problem

We can prove in the same manner as Theorem 3.1 the following undecidability
result concerning the satis ability and validity problems of the fragments introduced above.
Theorem 4.1 The satis ability (resp. validity) problems of simple-PLTL2 , PLTL2 ,
and CLTL2 (resp. simple-PLTL3 , PLTL3 , and CLTL3 ) are 11 -complete (resp.
11 -complete).
We prove in Section 6 that the validity (resp. satis ability) problem of CLTL2
(resp. CLTL3 ) is actually decidable (see Corollary 6.1).

5 Decomposing CLTL3 properties

We show in this section that every CLTL3 property can be decomposed (modulo
projection) into an !-regular property and a counting constraints eventuality
property (more precisely, every CLTL3 property is a nite union of projections
of sets that are intersections of !-regular properties with counting constraints
eventuality properties).
This decomposition is helpful for reasoning about the (relative) satis ability
problem of CLTL3 , and hence, on the veri cation problem of CLTL2 . Indeed,
it allows to reduce the satis ability problem of a CLTL3 formula ' relatively to
a set of sequences S , to a constrained emptiness problem: whether there exists
a sequence in a set of nite sequences which satis es some counting constraints.
This set of nite sequences is the set of pre xes of sequences that are in the
intersection of S (a cylindri cation of S actually) with, roughly speaking, the
\!-regular part" of the property expressed by '. Hence, when the set S is the
!-language of a system, the problem reduces to a constrained reachability problem
in the product of the considered system with an !-automaton characterizing the
\!-regular part" of '. The decidability of this problem is discussed in the next
sections depending on the considered classes of systems and properties.
To establish the decomposition property mentioned above, we proceed in several steps. The rst one is to put CLTL3 formulas into a normal form which
isVde ned below.
V Let  = fa1;    ; ang, and for every i 2 f1;    ; ng, let i =
( P 2a P ) ^ ( P 62a :P ). We say that a CLTL3 formula is in normal form if it
is a disjunction of formulas of the form
e9~y: u0: [x0i : i]ni=1: ( 0 ^ ( 00 U (f0 ^ u1: [x1i : i]ni=1: ( 1 ^ ( 10 U (f1 ^   
   um : [xmi : i ]ni=1 : ( m ^ ( m0 U (fm ^ um+1 : m+1 )))   )))))) (5)
where ~y is a vector of variables, and the j 's and j0 's are ALTL formulas. Then:
Proposition 5.1 For every CLTL3 closed formula ', we can construct a closed
formula in normal form '0 such that [ '0 ] = [ '] .
Now, observe that every formula  of the form (5) imposes that it must
exist a nite number of positions u0 ;    ; um+1 where counting variables can be
introduced. Moreover, there exists also a nite number of positions, situated
i

i

just before the uj 's, where counting constraints (on counting variables previously
introduced) must be satis ed. Actually, we can construct from  another formula
where all the counting variables are introduced at the rst position (u0 ), and
all the counting constraints are checked at the last position (um+1 ). For that,
we introduce new propositional formulas to distinguish between the di erent
subsequences delimited by successive positions uj and uj +1 . So, for every j 2
f0;    ; m + 1g, weVconsider a new atomic proposition atj , and we de ne the
formula j = atj ^ k6=j : atk . Let P 0 be the union of P with the set of the new
atomic propositions, and let  0 = 2P 0 . Then, given a formula  of the form (5),
let b denote the formula:
e9~y: u0: [zij : i ^ j ]ji=1=0::n::m: ( 0 ^ (( V00 ^ 0) UP  
=0::j )^
   um : ( m ^ (( m0 ^ m ) U (( mj=0 fj [ j`=k zi` =xki ]ki=1
::n
um+1 : ( m+1 ^ 2m+1 ))))   ))

It can be seen that [ ] = [ b] j . Indeed, notice that the j 's are mutually
exclusive propositional formulas, and that the counting variables zij are associated
with i ^ j . Hence, each variable zij counts the number of occurrences of i
exactly in the subsequence between uj (included) and uj +1 (excluded). So, we can
move every counting constraint fj to the position um+1 provided each P
counting
variable xki appearing in fj , for every k  j , is substituted by the sum j`=k zi` .
Now, it can be observed that b is equivalent to the conjunction of two formulas, one of them is in ALTL, the other one is a counting constraints eventuality
formula. Let b be the ALTL formula:
u0 : ( 0 ^(( 00 ^0 ) U    um : ( m ^(( m0 ^m ) U um+1 : ( m+1 ^2m+1 )))   ))
(6)
#
b
and  the eventuality formula:
=0::m : [z : m+1
[zij : i ^ j ]ji=1
::n

z

}|g

{
j
m X
^
]: 3(z = 1 ^ 9~y: f [ z ` =xk ]k=0::j )
j =0

j

`=k

i

i i=1::n

(7)

Notice that the global quanti cation e9~y in b has been replaced by a quanti cation
9~y in the Presburger formula g above.
It can be seen that [ b] = [ b ^ b# ] . This fact holds since, given a sequence
that satis es b , the positions u0 ; : : : ; um+1 are uniquely determined by the truth
of the j 's. Moreover, the constraint z = 1 ensures that the counting constraints
of b# are checked at um+1 . Actually, we could replace the constraint z = 1 by
z  1 since after um+1 , all the counting variables, except z, are frozen due to the
fact that m+1 is continuously true.
Then, since [ ] = [ b] j and [ b] = [ b ^ b# ] , we obtain the following fact:

Theorem 5.1 Let ' be a CLTL3 closed formula and let W`iS=1 i be a formula in
normal form which is equivalent to '. Then, we have [ '] = `i=1 ([[bi ] \ [ b#i ] )j .

By Theorem 5.1, Lemma 2.1, and the fact that projection preserves nonemptiness:
Corollary 5.1 Let S   ! , ' a CLTL3 closed formula, and W`i=1 i a formula
in Snormal form equivalent to '. Then, ' is satis able relatively to S if and only
if `i=1 (Se \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] ) 6= ;.

6 Reasoning about semilinear systems

We address the relative satis ability problem of CLTL3 formulas and show the
conditions of its reducibility to the emptiness problem of semilinear sets. Then we
exhibit classes of semilinear systems and properties whose veri cation problem
is (i) decidable by reduction to emptiness of semilinear sets, (ii) not reducible to
emptiness of semilinear sets but still decidable, or (iii) undecidable.
First we need to introduce some notations. Let f be a Presburger formula
with n free variables. We denote by hjf ji the set of valuations (vectors in IN n )
satisfying f . It is well known that for every Presburger formula f , the set hjf ji is
semilinear.
W
Let S   ! , ' a CLTL3 closed formula, and `i=1 i a formula in normal form
equivalent to ' (by Proposition 5.1). Then, by Corollary 5.1, we have S \ [ '] 6= ;
i 9i 2 f1; : : : ; `g, Se \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] 6= ;, i.e., b#i is satis able relatively to Se \ [ bi ] .
Let gi be the Presburger formula expressing the counting constraints in b#i (see
7). Then, Se \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] 6= ; i there exists a nite pre x of some sequence  in
Se \ [ bi ] , say (0; j ), whose Parikh image satis es gi , i.e., [(0; j )] 2 hjgi ji. Hence:

(8)
S \ [ '] 6= ; i 9i 2 f1; : : : ; `g: [Pref (Se \ [ bi ] )] \ hjgi ji 6= ;:
This fact allows to reduce relative satis ability of CLTL3 formulas to nonemptiness of semilinear sets provided the considered set S and formula ' are such that
all the (Se \ [ bi ] )'s are semilinear !-languages (semilinear sets being closed under
intersection).
Now, recall that the bi 's are ALTL formulas. Thus, all the [ bi ] 's are !-regular
languages. Moreover, it can be seen from (6) that, if ' is a PLTL3 , the bi 's are
actually LTL formulas, and thus, the [ bi ] 's are in this case !-star-free languages.
Finally, it is easy to show that when ' is in simple-PLTL3 , the [ bi ] 's are simple
!-regular languages. Indeed, if the i 's and the i0 's in (6) are propositional
formulas, then roughly speaking, each set [ bi ] corresponds to a union of !languages of the form a0 b0 a1 b1    an b!n , that are clearly simple !-regular.
Then, since all the !-regular languages are semilinear, and since the emptiness
problem of semilinear sets is decidable, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.1 Let C be a class of !-languages over  such that: for every  0 
 , for every S 2 C , and for every !-regular (resp. !-star-free, simple !-regular)
language R over  0 , Se\R is semilinear. Then, the satis ability problem of CLTL3
(resp. PLTL3 , simple-PLTL3 ) closed formulas relatively to !-languages in C
is decidable, and consequently, the validity problem of CLTL2 (resp. PLTL2 ,
simple-PLTL2 ) relatively to C is decidable.

We deduce from Theorem 6.1 several decidability results depending on which
class of !-languages we consider. First of all, let us address the problem of satis ability and validity of, respectively, CLTL3 and CLTL2 . Then, by taking C = f ! g
we obtain by Theorem 6.1:
Corollary 6.1 The satis ability (resp. validity) problem of CLTL3 (resp. CLTL2)
closed formulas is decidable.
Now, let us address the veri cation problem of semilinear systems. We start
by considering the case of pushdown systems. These systems generate !-contextfree languages that are semilinear (see Lemma 2.2). The class of !-context-free
languages is clearly closed under cylindri cation, and it is also closed under intersection with !-regular languages [10]. Then, by Theorem 6.1:
Corollary 6.2 The satis ability (resp. validity) problem of CLTL3 (resp. CLTL2)
closed formulas relatively to !-context-free languages is decidable. In particular,
the veri cation problem of pushdown systems w.r.t. CLTL2 closed formulas is
decidable.
This decidability result, however, does not hold for the whole class of semilinear systems. Indeed, we can encode the halting of a 2-counter machine as the
nonemptiness of the intersection of an !-star-free language R with a semilinear
(actually a PA) !-language S .
Proposition 6.1 ([4]) The satis ability problem of LTL formulas relatively to
PA !-languages is undecidable. Consequently, the veri cation problem of PA
w.r.t. LTL is undecidable.
As a consequence of Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 6.1, the class of semilinear
!-languages is not closed under intersection with !-star-free languages. Actually,
we can give a direct proof of this fact by showing that even the intersection of a
BPP !-language with an !-regular one can be nonsemilinear, and this holds as
soon as we consider nonsimple !-regular languages de nable by automata having
loops with two control locations [4]. This means that the veri cation problem
of BPP processes w.r.t. CLTL2 formulas cannot be reduced to the emptiness
problem of semilinear sets. We show in the next section that, nevertheless, this
problem is decidable (since we will show that it is decidable for Petri nets and
BPP corresponds to a subclass of Petri nets). Now, if we restrict ourselves to
simple !-regular languages, we can prove that:
Proposition 6.2 The class of PA !-languages is closed under intersection with
simple !-regular languages.
Then, using Theorem 6.1, Proposition 6.2, and the fact that the class of semilinear
!-languages is closed under cylindri cation, we obtain the following result:
Corollary 6.3 The satis ability (resp. validity) problem of simple-PLTL3 (resp.
simple-PLTL2 ) closed formulas relatively to PA !-languages is decidable. Consequently, the veri cation problem of PA processes w.r.t. simple-PLTL2 closed
formulas is decidable.

7 Reasoning about Petri nets

We consider now the satis ability problem of CLTL3 closed formulas relatively
to Petri nets. Recall that these systems are not semilinear (see Lemma 2.2), and
thus, the problem we consider cannot be tackled as in the previous section by
reduction to the emptiness problem of semilinear sets. Nevertheless, we show that
it is decidable by reduction to the reachability problem in Petri
W nets.
Let N be a Petri net, ' a CLTL3 closed formula, and `i=1 i a formula
in normal form equivalent to '. By Corollary 5.1, we have L(N ) \ [ '] 6= ; i
9i 2 f1; : : : ; `g; Lg
(N ) \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] 6= ;, where Lg
(N ) as well as the bi 's and the
b#i are de ned over a new alphabet 0. Let us x i 2 f1; : : : ; `g and focus
on the
#

g
b
b
problem L(N ) \ [ i ] \ [ i ] 6= ;.
The net N can be transformed straightforwardly into a net Ne over  0 such
that L(Ne ) = Lg
(N ). We denote by gi the counting constraint involved in [ b#i ] .
Then, by de nition of [ b#i ] , we have

Lg
(N ) \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] 6= ; i 9 2 Pref (L(Ne ) \ [ bi ] ): [] j= gi

(9)

Recall that bi is an ALTL formula, and that we can e ectively construct a
nite-state Buchi !-automaton A = (SA ; F ) such that L(A) = [ bi ] . Let Ne SA
be the product net of Ne and the net obtained from SA by considering each
control location as a place. Moreover, let T1 be the set of transitions in Ne 
SA that involve a transition of SA having as target some repeating location
in F . Then, L(Ne ) \ [ bi ] is the set of in nite sequences over  0 generated by
sequences of transitions in Ne  SA including in nitely often transitions in T1 .
Thus, Pref (L(Ne ) \ [ bi ] ) is the set of nite sequences over  0 generated by
sequences of transitions in Ne SA reaching markings from which there are in nite
sequences of transitions including in nitely often transitions in T1 . The set of
such markings is actually semilinear and e ectively constructible using the result
proved in [18]:
Lemma 7.1 Let N be a Petri net, and t one of its transitions. Then, the set
M1 (N ; t) is semilinear and can be e ectively constructed.

S

Let us denote by L1 the semilinear set t2T1 M1 (Ne  SA ; t). Then, by (9):

 M and [ ] j= g
Lg
(N ) \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] 6= ; i 9 2 ( 0 ) : 9M 2 L1 : MNe SA !
i
(10)
To deal with counting constraints, we extend the net Ne  SA by new places
encoding the counting variables in gi . Each such a place is associated with some
label in  0 , say a, and counts the number of times the transitions of Ne  SA
labelled by a are red. Let P# be the set of the new places, and NeA# the net
resulting from this extension. Clearly, hjgi ji is a semilinear subset of IN d where
d = jP# j. Let hjgi ji0 (resp. L01 ) be the set of all markings of NeA# whose projections
on P# (resp. the places of Ne SA ) are in hjgi ji (resp. L1 ). The sets hjgi ji0 and L01

are semilinear and can be constructed easily from the original ones. Moreover,
the class of semilinear sets being closed under intersection, the set L01 \ hjgi ji0 is
also semilinear. Then, we obtain from (10) the following fact:
 M (11)
Lg
(N ) \ [ bi ] \ [ b#i ] 6= ; i 9 2 ( 0 ) : 9M 2 (L01 \ hjgi ji0 ): MNeA# !

We have reduced the nonemptiness problem we are interested in to the reachability problem of a semilinear set in Petri nets, i.e., whether there is a reachable
marking in some given semilinear set of markings. We can prove that this problem
is reducible to the reachability problem in Petri nets (i.e., whether a given marking is reachable), which is decidable [15]: First of all, notice that given two nets N1
and N2 with the same number of places, the problem whether R(N1 ) \R(N2 ) 6= ;
is reducible to the reachability problem in Petri nets. Indeed, we can add to N1
and N2 transitions clearing simultaneously, token by token, places in both nets
with the same index, and then, R(N1 ) \ R(N2 ) 6= ; i the empty marking is
reachable. Now, given a linear set L, we can construct easily a net NL such that
R(NL) = L. Then, assuming that L is a set of markings of some net N , by the
remark above, the problem R(N ) \L 6= ; is reducible to the reachability problem
in Petri nets. Obviously, this can be generalized to semilinear sets.
Lemma 7.2 Let N be a Petri net, and L a semilinear set of markings of N .
Then, the problem R(N ) \ L 6= ; is decidable.
Then, by (11) and Lemma 7.2, we deduce the following result:
Theorem 7.1 The satis ability problem of CLTL3 closed formulas relatively to
Petri nets is decidable. Consequently, the veri cation problem of Petri nets w.r.t.
CLTL2 closed formulas is decidable.

8 Conclusion

We have addressed the veri cation problem of nonregular properties for two incomparable classes of in nite state systems: semilinear systems including pushdown systems and PA processes, and Petri nets.
Our main results are that the veri cation problems of pushdown systems as
well as Petri nets w.r.t. CLTL2 formulas are decidable. This logic is strictly more
expressive than the linear-time -calculus and allows the expression of nonregular
properties like constrained safety properties.

j=

LTL ALTL PLTL CLTL simple-PLTL2 PLTL2 CLTL2
Finite-state LTS yes yes no no
yes
yes
yes
Pushdown syst. yes yes no no
yes
yes
yes
PA processes no no no no
yes
no
no
Petri nets
yes yes no no
yes
yes
yes
Table 2. Decidability of the veri cation problem
To establish these results, we have reduced the relative satis ability problem
of CLTL3 (the dual fragment of CLTL2 ) to a constrained emptiness problem.

Then, we have tackled the latter problem either by reduction to the emptiness
problem of semilinear sets or by reduction to the reachability problem of Petri
nets. We have shown also that the veri cation problem of semilinear systems is
in general undecidable for LTL (!-star-free properties). Nevertheless, we have
shown that this problem is decidable for all PA processes and simple-PLTL2
which allows to express signi cant nonregular properties (like (1) and (3)). We
summarize these results in Table 2.
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